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Abstract—Vision is the most essential sense for human beings. Vision impairment is one of the most problems faced by
the elderly. Blindness is a state of lacking the visual perception
due to physiological or neurological factors. This paper
presents a detailed systematic and critical review that explores
the available literature and outlines the research efforts that
have been made in relation to movements of the blind and proposes an integrated guidance system involving computer vision
and natural language processing. An advanced Smartphone
equipped with vision, language and intelligence capabilities is
attached to the blind person in order to capture surrounding
images and is then connected to a central server programmed
with a faster region convolutional neural network algorithm
and an image detection algorithm to recognize images and multiple obstacles. The server sends the results back to the Smartphone which are then converted into speech for the blind person’s guidance.
Index Terms—Computer vision, Smartphone-based, Faster
CNN algorithm, visually impaired, natural language processing.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

RADITIONALLY, movements of the blind are guided
by a walking stick. As technologies improve, smart
walking sticks have been explored by embedding sensors on
the walking sticks. Other attempts have also been tried with
the use of electronic travel aids [1], electronic orientation
aids (EOAs) [13] and position locator devices (PLDs) [10].
Despite all the efforts undertaken to solve the movement of
the blind, it remains challenging and requires more research
endeavors [2].
This paper gives the state of the art and outlines the research efforts in relation to the techniques involved in the
movement of the blind.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: section 2
discusses the research motivation or concern, section 3 provides the current literature about the techniques involved in
solving the problem, section 4 gives the methodology, section 5 gives the intended research product and section 6
gives the conclusion.
II. RESEARCH MOTIVATION
Globally, it is estimated that approximately 1.3 billion
people live with some form of distance or near vision impairment. With regards to distance vision, 188.5 million
have mild vision impairment, 217 million have moderate to
severe vision impairment, and 36 million people are blind
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[3]. With regards to near vision, 826 million people live
with a near vision impairment. The study carried out in [3]
identified 288 studies of 3,983,541 participants contributing
data from 98 countries. Among the global population with
moderate or severe vision impairment in 2015 (216·6 million [80% uncertainty interval 98·5 million to 359·1 million]), the leading causes were uncorrected refractive error
(116·3 million [49·4 million to 202·1 million]), cataract
(52·6 million [18·2 million to 109·6 million]), age-related
macular degeneration (8·4 million [0·9 million to 29·5 million]), glaucoma (4·0 million [0·6 million to 13·3 million]),
and diabetic retinopathy (2·6 million [0·2 million to 9·9 million]) [3].
Furthermore, 81 percent of people with vision impairment
are aged 50 and above years. Apart from age, other causes
of vision impairment have been found to be cataracts, glaucoma, diabetic retinopathy, and uncorrected refractive errors
[6]. The number of people affected by the common causes
of vision loss has increased substantially as the population
increases and ages. Preventable vision loss due to cataract
(reversible with surgery) and refractive error (reversible
with spectacle correction) continue to cause most cases of
blindness and moderate or severe vision impairment in
adults aged 50 years and older. A large scale-up of eye care
provision to cope with the increasing numbers is needed to
address avoidable vision loss. [3]
Arising from this statistics, it is clear that the problem of
vision impairment cannot be addressed fully from the medical perspective. We have to explore other alternatives that
support those already in existance since blindness or vision
impairment is function of age which puts the aging persons
at high risk of becoming visually impaired.
A. Research Objective
The general objective of the paper is to identify current
literature, current research efforts in solving the problem of
the movements for the blind or unpaired people while
proposing the latest solution which emerges from current
technological advancements in artificial intelligence with the
integration of computer vision and NLP. In a more specific
way this would be done by finding out the current strength
and weakness of the blind movement solutions, identifying
computer vision Algorithms and NLP capabilities especially
deep learning CNN algorithms and latest smart phones supporting natural language capabilities.
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B. Research Question
The general research question would be to find out how
can the current research efforts of solving the vision impairment problem be analyzed? How can new trends in technology like computer vision and Natural language processing
be used in solving the problem?
In more specific terms the research questions would address: What are the strengths and weaknesses of the current
blind movement solution systems? What are the requirements of the integrated computer vision and Natural language processing proposed solution? How can a faster
CNN-algorithm be implemented with language capabilities
to provide a solution for blind movements?
In summary, according to the implementations in previous studies, assistive devices for navigation for visually impaired people still focus on location and distance sensing
and alerting users on the types of obstacles in front of them
and their surroundings. Therefore, the practicability of such
assistive devices is very low due to the cost and vulnerability to damage from the sun and rain [9]. Therefore, this paper addresses those obstacles and proposes a mobile navigation system for visually impaired people; this system employs an advanced Smartphone and with deep learning algorithms to recognize various obstacles and is not limited to
indoor or outdoor environments.
The Google 3xL Smartphone released in November 2018
whose Image processor and sensor is shown in (Fig 1). is
equipped with machine learning capabilities like textspeech, image recognition, voice processing and facial
recognition and has Google global positioning system features (A-GPS, GLONASS, BDS, and GALILEO). The
Smartphone has Google applications like the Google’s
cloud, maps, lens, and assistant. This latest advanced Smartphone addresses gaps existing in the old non mobile systems
and makes the study address the research gap in previous
implementations. The study, investigation, analysis, design
and implementation of these new technologies will squarely
bridge the research gap and contribute a new knowledge
base towards bridging computer vision and natural language
processing.

III. LITERATURE REVIEW
A. Existing Technologies
A smart blind guidance device has been proposed by [1]
which uses infrared sensors and includes a small hand stick
along with a wearable head set. Another system known as
Sonic Path Finder shown in (Fig 2). by [4] which works
based on ultrasound transmission and reception but it is not
a hand held system, it is attached on the head of the user but
is unable to provide the accurate path and the position of an
obstacle. It is a secondary mobility aid for use by people
with vision impairment. It is not suitable for anyone who
does not have primary mobility skills. It is designed for use
out-of-door in conjunction with a cane, guide dog or residual vision [4].

Fig. 2. Sonic Path Finder

ETAs are general assistant devices to help visually impaired people avoid obstacles [5]. Microsoft Kinect shown
in (Fig. 3) is usually used as the main recognition hardware
in such systems [11]. However, Microsoft Kinect cannot be
used in environments with strong light. Moreover, it can determine only the presence of obstacles ahead [8] or recognize a few types of obstacles in few related studies [7]. In
general camera recognition systems are designed to recognize tactile or obstacle images.

Fig. 3. Microsoft Kinetic Sensor

Fig. 1. Google – Pixel - 3XL –Image Processor and Sensor

A combination of a camera and other multiple sensors is
usually used to get more information to draw the shapes of
passageway and obstacles [7]. Thus these systems may provide a guiding service and a recognition result out of a few
types of obstacles. The drawback of EOAs is that they need
more complex computing to hardly be realized as a real-time
and lightweight guiding device. PLDs are used to determine
the precise position of its holder such as devices that use
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global positioning system (GPS) and geographic information system (GIS) technologies [2].
B. Computer Vision
Computer Vision (CV) tasks can be summarized by the
concept of 3Rs [12], which are reconstruction, recognition,
and reorganization. Reconstruction involves estimating the
three-dimensional (3D) scene that gave rise to a particular
visual image. This representation is shown in (Fig 4). It can
be accomplished using a variety of processes incorporating
information from multiple views, shading, texture, or direct
depth sensors. Reconstruction process results in a 3D model,
such as point clouds or depth images. Some examples for reconstruction tasks are Structure from Motion, scene reconstruction, and shape from shading. Recognition involves
both 2D problems (like handwritten recognition, face recognition, scene recognition, or object recognition), and 3D
problems (like 3D object recognition from point clouds
which assists in robotics manipulation). Recognition results
in assigning labels to objects in the image. Reorganization
involves bottom-up vision: segmentation of the raw pixels
into groups that represent the structure of the image. Reorganization tasks range from low-level vision like edge, contour, and corner detection, intrinsic images, and texture segmentation to high-level tasks like semantic segmentation
[15], which has an overlapping contribution to recognition
tasks. A scene can be segmented based on low-level vision]
or high-level information like shadow segmentation that utilizes class information.

or sentences). Semantics is the study of meaning, including
finding relations between words, phrases, sentences or discourse. Pragmatics studies how meaning changes in the
presence of a specific context. For instance, an ironic sentence cannot be correctly interpreted without any side information that indicates the indirectness in the speaker’s intention.

Fig 5. The Vauquois triangle for machine translation (Vauquois,
1968) [17].

Ambiguity in language interpretation a main obstacle for
an intelligent system to overcome and achieve language understanding. Some complex tasks in natural language processing include machine translation, information extraction,
dialog interface, question answering, parsing, and summarization. There is always meaning lost when translating between one language and another. When “translating” between the low-level pixels or contours of an image and a
high level description in word labels or sentences, there is a
wide chasm to be crossed. Bridging the Semantic gap means
building a bridge from visual data to language data like
words or phrases.

Fig.4 The 3Rs in computer vision (Malik et al. 2016)[12], which are reconstruction, reorganization and recognition.

C. Natural Language Processing (NLP)
Following the Vauquois triangle for machine translation
shown in (Fig 5).[17], Natural Language Processing (NLP)
tasks can be summarized into concepts ranging from syntax
to semantics and to pragmatics at the top level to achieve
communication. Syntax includes morphology (the study of
word forms) and compositionality (the composition of
smaller language units like words to larger units like phrases

D. Conceptual Framework
As a general framework shown in (Fig. 6), most methods
in image captioning are trying to either model language information as another layer on top or jointly model language
and vision simultaneously by a carefully designed loss function or algorithm. These systems consider structural multimodal input and create structural output in contrast to the
traditional system.
[15] Unifies language and vision for robotics again by
bridging visual, language, speech, and control data for a
forklift robot. Their robot can recognize objects based on
one example using one-shot visual memory. Its natural language interface works by speech processing or pen gestures.
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proaches can support a larger vocabulary than other methods
that have a small set of predefined vocabulary [21]. Similar
to image captioning, [21] combines a sequence of CNN and
another two sequences of LSTM to generate sentence description from video. AlexNet is deployed as a pretrained
CNN model, and the output features are mean-pooled before
feeding to the LSTM sentence decoding layer. This work is
inspired by [22], which uses CRF to extract image features
for the intermediate representation for an LSTM. [21] makes
an improvement to [22] that discards the temporal information and models the image frames as a bag-of-images.

Fig.6. The early vision and language conceptual framework which
passively utilizes high-level language information as an additional
context. memory.

[18] provides a survey for verbal and nonverbal human-robot interaction.
A video can be described by a sentence or a discourse that
is a structured set of sentences that tells a specific story. A
sentence prior can be learned from web-scale corpora to bias
the model and penalize unlikely combinations of actors/actions/objects [19]. It links the compositional structure of
languages and the compositional structure of video events
using natural language semantics and three essential computer vision tasks which are tracking, object detection, and
event recognition. These three tasks are done simultaneously
using a single cost function including the attention mechanism to focus on the most salient event to produce the best
sentence description for activity recognition.
From a natural language processing perspective, the sentence tracker utilizes lexical semantics and contains the information of “who did what to whom, and where and how
they did it” [20]. An object is described as a noun phrase;
the observed action is described as a verb; object properties
are described as adjectives; spatial relations between objects
are described by prepositions; and the event characteristics
are represented as prepositions and adverbs. The system has
a predefined vocabulary and a sentence is composed using a
set of predefined grammars.
The sentence tracker can be divided into two subsystems
[20]. The first subsystem consists of three steps. First, object
detection is performed with a high-recall setting. Second,
tracking with forward projection to increase precision is performed. Third, the optimal set of detections is chosen using
dynamic programming with the Viterbi algorithm, outputting a result consistent with the optical flow. For the second subsystem, events are recognized using HMMs, also
computed using the Viterbi algorithm. The unified objective
function from the final step of the first subsystem and the
second subsystem can be merged, since both are based on
HMMs.
Recent approaches deploy powerful deep-learning frameworks to model both image and word sequences. These ap-

E. Fast CNN (Deep Learning)
There are many attempts in many benchmarks in open
competitions to design a better architecture of CNNs. Some
notable architectures are AlexNet, GoogLeNet, VGGnet and
ResNet [16]. The main insight from these models is that
deeper models are better for classification. Based on these
models for recognition, more models are proposed for other
computer vision tasks. For example, R-CNN or Fast R-CNN
have been proposed for object detection. Another widely
used architecture is FCN for semantic segmentation. It is a
fully convolutional neural network that can perform pixel
wise labeling. The idea delves further into a deeper problem
of structured prediction when recurrent neural networks can
be seen as a generic sequence model like CRFs.
IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
A. Research Philosophy
The philosophical stance of the research is highlighted in
the research onion’s outermost layer. According to (Saunders et al., 2012) [16] there are four different philosophical
branches that define the presence of a research entity; the
first is positivism, the second is realism, the third is interpretivism and the fourth is pragmatism.
On the basis of empirical evidences and prior theories on
brand management, brand choice frameworks will be examined in the current research. Positivism is mainly based on
strong observation and forecasting outcomes similar to a
laboratory scientist, with the aim of obtaining law-like generalizations for ascertaining cause and effect.
The researchers who adopt this approach underline the
use of ‘scientific method’ for proposing and testing theories
that have highly measurable and structured data, wherein the
values of the researcher do not influence the research. Thus,
this approach supports large samples of quantitative data
which is analysed along with statistical testing of hypothesis. Such an approach helps test a theory, confirm a theory
or revise a theory based on the analysis of the existing data.
This paper proposes positivism.
B. Research Design
The research design is experimental. The proposed navigation system employs a Google 3xL Smartphone. It will be
used to continually capture images of the environment in
front of a user and perform image processing and object
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identiﬁcation to inform the user of the image results. The
Uganda National Institute for Special Education (UNISE),
Kyambogo University will be used as an experimental
scene. UNISE is a national institute for students with special
needs especially disabled students. On the other hand, the
speciﬁcation of Linux server hardware is a modern personal
computer equipped with an i7 central processing unit (CPU)
64-bit i7 Intel/AMD-based PC and 4 gigabytes (GB) of
RAM or higher and a graphics processing unit NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 1050 GPU (or higher)to execute deep computing modules which are based on the faster region convolutional neural network (Faster R-CNN) algorithm.
C. Software Design
The software design of our proposed system involves the
feature recognition, deep recognition, and direction and distance modules. There will be also a mobile application for
interfacing the above modules. These modules and the application will be developed using Open CV, Java and Python
computer programming languages.
D. Experimental Data collections
The experimental tests will be carried out on various candidates in the University. The tests will based on gender,
age, degree of visual impairment, past experience on the use
of similar or related equipment, literacy level, type of obstacle during movement and duration of time during the use of
the experiment. Practically it is proposed that Women, children and the elderly may be given priority. Interviews may
be carried out in assessing the performance, accuracy and
speed of the equipment. The findings will be used to improve the performance and use of the equipment. About the
experiment process, the participants will be required to turn
the camera lens of smartphone to the front side and walk
through institute campus from a main building through the
parking towards the institute main gate. Each experiment
will be arranged in the morning, noon and evening time. Before the experiment is carried out, a training session involving stakeholders can be arranged on how to use the equipment and precautions noted. This process would allow each
participant to know the usage of the system. The selected
participants may include five female and three male visually
impaired students with a range of 17-25 years and also four
old people like two females aged between 50-60 years and
two males aged between 60-70 years. To obtain the degree
of accuracy the degree of visual impairment should be similar. It should also be noted that this system will work for
people with a hearing sense. The blind and deaf will not be
managed by the proposed system. It should also be noted
that the system will work for virgin disabled people who
have never used any other system.

ple and achieving obstacle avoidance to enable visually impaired people to travel smoothly from a beginning point to a
destination with greater awareness of their surroundings.
Blind people find it hard to walk through busy roads and
travel new places and so the guided Smartphone will become their daily companion. This product is simple, cheap,
user friendly and it is designed and implemented to improve
the mobility of both blind and visually impaired people in a
specific area.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed the development of a user-friendly
guidance system for the visually impaired people. This system involves an advanced Smartphone and a Linux server
connected and processed using a deep learning algorithm for
image recognition. When the system is in use, the smart
phone would continuously transmits images of the scene in
front of the user to a server through using a 4G technology
or a Wi-Fi network. Subsequently, the server performs the
recognition process and the final results are transmitted back
to the smart phone. The system would provide the user with
obstacle track and avoidance information through voice notiﬁcations.
In the future, to provide information on more types of obstacles and more accurate recognition, a broader range of
obstacle images and a high-end server equipped with a more
powerful graphics processing unit could be used to increase
the number of recognition categories and the recognition
rate. The system is recommended for the blind people with a
hearing sense and suitable for less traffic environments like
universities, prisons and hospitals not busy city roads.
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